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Dear Readers,

On July 8th, the world lost one of its most dedicated and tireless humanitarians - Dr. Abdul 
Sattar Edhi. They say tears are sometimes an inappropriate response to death. When a 
life has been lived completely honestly, completely successfully, or just completely, the 
correct response to death’s perfect punctuation mark is a smile. This is the very case 
with Edhi Sb who lived simply & selflessly, served humanity in all ways possible. The 
perfect tribute to him would not be a sad heart rather a more open heart to celebrate 
that once we had such a great man among us and to continue celebrating him till 
genarations…..the perfect tribute to him would be realizing what he wanted to teach us, 
what he wanted to preach and what he wanted to exemplified. He famously said “People 
have become educated, but have yet to become human.” Why not to show that we have 
started our struggle to the path of humanity! Yet we are dedicating this issue to the man 
encapsulated in legacy of humanity beyond religion, caste, boundries….lets pay tribute 
to the affectionate soul! 

For our readers, we have also the issue packed with entertainment stuff, the celebrity 
buzz, the reel review, interesting information related to technology, whole light & modern 
advices for the delicate relations & concerns. Turn inside pages to get amazed by the 
world of sync!

Happy Reading!
Syncmag Team

13 30
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19 Killed In Knife Rampage At Japan Care 
Home

ISTANBUL: Turkey ordered the detention of 42 journalists on Monday, 
broadcaster NTV reported, under a crackdown following a failed 
coup that has targeted more than 60,000 people, drawing fire from 
the European Union. The arrests or suspensions of soldiers, police, 
judges and civil servants in response to the July 15-16 putsch have 
raised concerns among rights groups and Western countries, who 
fear President Tayyip Erdogan is capitalising on it to tighten his grip on 
power.
EU Commission Presi dent Jean-Claude Juncker questioned Ankara’s 
long-standing aspiration to join the EU. “I believe that Turkey, in its 
current state, is not in a position to become a member any time soon 
and not even over a longer period,” Juncker said on French television 
France 2. NTV reported that among the 42 journalists subject to arrest 
warrants was well-known commentator and former parliamentarian 
Nazli Ilicak. Seven soldiers from a group which attacked a hotel in 
the coastal town of Marmaris where Erdogan had been staying, in 
an apparent attempt to capture or kill him during the coup bid, were 
detained at a police checkpoint on Monday. 

SAGAMIHARA: At least 19 people 
were killed when a knife-wielding man 
went on the rampage at a Japanese 
care centre for the mentally disabled 
on Tuesday, officials said. A 26-year-
old man who said he was a former 
employee of the facility later turned 
himself in at a police station, admitting 
to officers: “I did it.” According to the 
Asahi Shimbun daily, he also said: “The 
disabled should all disappear.” A fleet 
of ambulances, police cars and fire 
trucks converged on the one-storey 

Tsukui Yamayuri-en centre nestled 
against forested hills in Sagamihara, a 
city of more than 700,000 people west 
of Tokyo. A fire department spokesman 
said that another 25 were wounded, 20 
of them seriously, in the attack which 
ranks as one of the worst mass killings 
in Japan’s postwar history. “Doctors 
confirmed the deaths of 19 people,” 
the spokesman told AFP. Kyodo news 
agency identified the attacker as 
Satoshi Uematsu and said he had been 
arrested.

Police said they received a call from the centre around 2:30am (1730 
GMT Monday), raising the alarm that a man armed with a knife had 
entered the facility. 
Unusual attack
Japan has one of the lowest rates of violent crime in the developed 
world, and attacks involving weapons of any kind are unusual. 
But the country has seen outbursts of random as well as planned 
violence. In 2001, eight children at a primary school in Osaka were 
stabbed to death. And in 2008 a man ploughed a rental truck into a 
crowd of shoppers in Tokyo’s bustling Akihabara district before he 
stabbed passers-by, killing seven people and injuring 10 others. After 
that rampage, Japan banned possession of double-edged knives with 
blades longer than 5.5 centimetres (about two inches), punishable by 
up to three years in prison. Japan’s most notorious attack came in 
1995, when members of the doomsday cult Aum Shinrikyo released 
sarin gas in the Tokyo subway system.

Turkey detains
42 journalists in 
crackdown
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Hillary Clinton: 
Burning Ambition And Resilience
To Match

WASHINGTON: On the subject of women in politics, Hillary Clinton is fond of quoting the 
words of another illustrious first lady, Eleanor Roosevelt, who once said: “You need to grow 
a skin as thick as a rhinoceros.” When out on the stump, in cafes, churches and rallies 
across the country, Clinton talks of the adversity she has faced down over the course of 
four decades in public life. “I have the scars to prove it,” quips the former secretary of state, 
painted by her enemies as “crooked”, “corrupt” and even an enabler of her husband’s affairs.
A Machiavellian image clings to the ambitious Midwesterner, dating back to her years in the 
political spotlight as a tandem with Bill.

She is considered “dishonest” by a majority 
of Americans, and the mudslinging is only 
set to intensify as she heads into a brutal 
showdown with presidential rival Donald 
Trump. And yet, at age 68, Clinton now 
stands at the threshold of the White House.
This week she will formally become her 
party’s nominee at the Democratic National 
Convention in Philadelphia, making history 
as the first woman to carry the colours of a 
major US political party in the presidential 
race.“Yes, there are still ceilings to break for 
women and men, for all of us. But don’t let 
anyone tell you that great things can’t happen 
in America,” Clinton told supporters at a 
rally in New York, fired up by her victory in 
the Democratic primaries. President Barack 
Obama, campaigning with her early this 
month, said “there has never been any man 
or woman more qualified for this office than 
Hillary Clinton. And that’s the truth.”
From Chicago to Arkansas
Hillary Diane Rodham was born on Oct 26, 
1947 and raised in a middle-class household 
in Chicago suburb Park Ridge. She adored 
her mother Dorothy but described her father, 
Hugh Rodham, born from Welsh immigrants, 
as a stubborn and rigid taskmaster. He 
imposed his work ethic on young Hillary, but 

also his frugality. She still puts uneaten olives 
back in the jar and is loath to waste anything, 
she wrote in her 2003 autobiography, 
Living History. Clinton shared her father’s 
Republican convictions in adolescence, as 
well as his thunderous laugh. The family is 
Methodist, and to this day Hillary remains 
in the church. Since her school days, she 
chased success, earning honours and 
accolades that could fill a bookcase. Smart 
and ambitious, Clinton was admitted in 
1965 to Wellesley, an elite women’s college 
near Harvard, and eventually elected class 
president. It was the social tumult of the 
sixties, and Clinton learned of the struggle 
for civil rights, the explosive debate over 
Vietnam and the fight for gender equality. 
When she was accepted in 1969 at Yale Law 
School, she met Bill Clinton, the “Viking” 
from Arkansas who would change the course 
of her life. After working for the Children’s 
Defense Fund, and a period in Washington 
in 1974 on the commission investigating the 
Watergate scandal, she gave in and joined Bill 
in Arkansas. He was soon elected governor 
and Hillary Rodham joined a prestigious law 
firm, eventually becoming its first female 
partner. Chelsea, their only child, was born 
in 1980.

Pitbull Says He Is Not Supporting 
Trump

Qandeel Was Planning To Settle 
Abroad, Wanted Indian Citizenship

LOS ANGELES: Rapper Pitbull had harsh words for 
Republican presidential hopeful Donald Trump on 
Friday, telling reporters that he is not supporting the 
candidate and describing his campaign as a “joke.”
“I think the [Trump’s] campaign is a joke to be 
honest with you. I think that it’s unfortunate the way 
we’re being viewed around the world due to some 
people’s approaches,” the Cuban-American rapper 
said.
Pitbull, real name Armando Perez, was speaking on 
the sidelines of a ceremony on the Hollywood Walk 
of Fame in Los Angeles, where he was honored 
with a star plaque for his contributions to the music 
recording industry.
Pitbull’s comments on Trump came after a report in 
Vanity Fair magazine that the Miami-born rapper had 
met with the Republican nominee in Florida.
“Am I supporting Donald Trump? No I am not 
supporting Donald Trump. You all know this already 
very well,” said Pitbull.

Karachi: Model Qandeel Baloch, who was strangled 
to death by her brother, wanted an Indian citizenship, 
Indian media reported on Monday. The model 
had tweeted in March that she wanted an Indian 
citizenship because she was ‘disappointed from 
Pakistan’ and tagged Narendra Modi in her tweet.
In an interview just days before her death, she had 
said, “In Pakistan, people are not ready to accept 
me. It would be much easier for me to work in India.” 
There were also rumours that she was going to be 
a part of ‘Bigg Boss 10’, but Baloch did not confirm 
this and posted that she will “appear on Bigg Boss if 
they (the producers) agree to my terms.”
The controversial model was receiving threats from 
her family because of her bold pictures and videos, 
the most recent one being the music video Ban.
A couple of weeks before her death, the slain model 
had requested for more security from the government 
and cited death threats as the reason she was forced 
to go underground.
Qandeel was often criticized for her Facebook posts 
and videos by a certain section of the population who 
thought she was spreading immorality while others 
thought she was breaking social taboos.. Citing 
security issues, Qandeel had said that was planning 
to settle abroad.
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An Angel of Mercy

1928-2016

Very few persons in the world 
rose to such a high level of 
prominence that even the 

opponents find it very difficult 
to oppose their mission and 
have no option but to praise 
their contributions. Abdul 

Sattar Edhi was one of those 
personalities. He died after 

suffering from kidney failure 
and diabetes related problems. 

A selfless person who lived 
his entire life for others, who 
despite the owner of world’s 

largest ambulance service (1500 
ambulances) as well as nursing 
homes, orphanages, clinics and 
women’s shelters, along with 

rehabilitation centers and soup 
kitchens across the country, 
lived in a small two-bedroom 
apartment and lived a very 

simple life.

Abdul Sattar 
Edhi

Sync Rendezvous
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The height of simplicity and selflessness is that he asked his 
family to bury him in his own clothes. We have often heard the 
phrase in the news during last few days, “He built an empire 
out of nothing”. It is not an exaggeration. He literally built this 
vast network out of nothing. He masterminded Pakistan’s largest 
welfare organization almost single-handedly, entirely with public 
donations.

When he was eleven, his mother became paralyzed from a stroke 
and she died when Edhi was 19. His personal experiences and 
care for his mother during her illness, caused him to develop a 
system of services for old, mentally ill and challenged people.
He never finished school but later said that the world of suffering 
became his tutor. After migration to Karachi in 1947, he made a living at first 
by working as a commission agent selling cloth at the Karachi wholesale 
market. A few years later, he started a free Bantva dispensary with the support 
of some community members. That was the start of his charity work.

Later, he planned for developing a systemized welfare service and drew 
a persistent and wide response for donations, expanding the trust at a 
remarkable pace. He first set up a maternity home and the emergency 
ambulance service in Karachi. Meanwhile, he met Bilquis Bano( Later 
she became Bilquis Edhi) , who was working as nurse at his dispensary. 
They married in 1965. The couple has four children, two daughters 
and two sons. Bilquis Edhi ran the free maternity home and organized 
adoption of abandoned children.

Edhi remained involved in the Edhi Foundation, from raising funds to 
helping with ritual bathing of the bodies of the deceased poor. He also 
personally drove one of the network’s ambulances across Karachi to 
help anyone in need.

Later Edhi’s foundation started providing technical and religious 
education to the disadvantaged street children. The foundation 
also provides consultations on family planning and maternity 
services, as well as free legal aid, financial and medical support to 
prisoners and the handicapped.

Since its inception, the Edhi Foundation has rescued over 20,000 
abandoned infants, rehabilitated over 50,000 orphans and has 
trained over 40,000 nurses. It also runs more than 330 welfare 
centres in rural and urban Pakistan which operate as food kitchens, 
rehabilitation homes, shelters for abandoned women and children 
and clinics for the mentally handicapped.

Sync Rendezvous
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Edhi Saheb’s insistence on helping people regardless of 
their background (especially religion), and his criticism of 
orthodox clerics drew the ire of some extremist Islamist 
groups over the years. Some criticized him for helping non-
Muslims, while other clerics accused him of promoting 
adultery by encouraging people to leave unwanted children 
born out of wedlock in his organization’s care, in cradles 
placed outside the foundation’s orphanages.

His critics have remained a small minority in Pakistan, 
however, and his foundation is one of the most revered 
institutions in the country. “In a country where trust in public 
figures and institutions has never been high and has been 
eroded over time, Mr. Edhi’s was a cause that everyone 
could get behind and support without fear of being let down. 
Everyone was ready to contribute because they trusted him. 
They knew that their donations will be used appropriately.

In 2013, The Huffington Post said that he might be the 
world’s greatest living humanitarian. BBC wrote that he 

was considered “Pakistan’s most respected figure and was 
seen by some as almost a saint. He was known as Angel of 
Mercy and was considered Pakistan’s “most respected” and 
legendary figure.

His last wishes included the request that his organs were to 
be donated but due to his ill health, only his corneas were 
suitable. Even after his death, he continued his service to 
humanity. His corneas were transplanted into two blind 
persons and now they got their vision back.

Government of Pakistan needs to declare 9th July as national 
charity day in remembrance of his services and provide all 
kinds of possible assistance to his heirs in order to continue 
his mission.

Abdul Sattar Edhi was one of his kinds. We may never see a 
person like him. He will be missed forever. May God rest his 
soul in peace.

Sync Rendezvous
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The 10 Stages Of Wearing Red Lipstick
Red lipstick, what would we do without you? No makeup trick is more face-

brightening than a swipe of scarlet. It comes in many forms cool-toned, 
warm-toned, matte, glossy, liquid, cream, sheer, opaque but however you 

wear yours, it will always take your look to the next level.
If mascara and concealer are the jeans and T-shirt of makeup,

red lipstick is the show-stopping dress.

But just because we’re obsessed with the look doesn’t mean it’s easy 
to wear trust us, there’s a whole science to it. Red lips require formula 

experimentation, diligent maintenance, and a willingness to stand out. And 
once you take the plunge, your day is guaranteed to be filled with ups and 

downs, teeth checks, and smudging concerns. Hey, that’s okay:
We’re all in this together. 

So throw on some Ruby Woo (or other shade of choice), and click through to 
see what a day in the lifeof a lady in red is like.

Stage 1: Wake Up Feeling Brave
Rise and shine! It’s a new day 
and another opportunity to wow 
everyone with a bold beauty 
choice. For some, red lips are an 
everyday affair, but for the rest of 
us, they’re reserved for mornings 
with a dash of courage.

Stage 2: Time To Apply 
It’s really not as easy as it looks. 
Red lips are a dime a dozen on 
the red carpet, but that’s because 
celebs have makeup artists to 
apply, touch up, and care for their 
puckers. For everyone else, it 
takes serious concentration.

Stage 3: Mirror Check
There’s no denying that red lips 
take your look up a notch or two. 
It’s the simple beauty trick for 
feeling on top of the world.

Stage 4: Worry Sets In
You’re out the door, the lipstick looks 
good, but that doesn’t mean you 
don’t question your decision. Is it too 
much with the other makeup you’re 
wearing? Does it clash with your 
outfit? Does any of that even matter?

Stage 5: Reaffirmation
Thankfully, your work buddies have 
good taste and compliment your 
choice. Nothing feels better than 
being greeted by a comment on how 
good you look (and an almost empty 
inbox) when you get to your desk.
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Stage 6: Time For (Another) Touchup
With all that can go wrong with touching your mouth, licking your 
lips, or consuming anything, red lipstick should come with a 
warning. You’re going to need to touch up a lot. Matte formulas 
don’t need as much maintenance, but they still require frequent 
checks to ensure things look fresh.

Stage 8: Happy Hour
Time to go home after a long day of work and lip maintenance, but 
not before going out and grabbing a drink with your girls because 
you look that good. At times like these, you might as well step out 
with your squad.

Stage 10: And, Good Night
Red is a universally flattering color, but that doesn’t mean it’s the 
only one. Nudes, pinks, purples, browns, and beyond can provide 
just as much satisfaction as a fiery red. It’s all about the attitude.

Stage 7: Navigating A Sandwich 
Oh, boy. Lunch is usually your favorite time of day, but 
it can get tricky with bright lips. If you’re not careful, 
product could go from your lips to your lunch to your 
face, or worse your clothes.

Stage 9: Your Crowning Moment
A stranger on the train asks you what color you’re 
wearing, and you feel like a queen. Nicki Minaj knows 
that in a #FeelingMyself moment, nothing fuels that 
confidence boost better than when a stranger recognizes 
your greatness.

Homemade Remedies For Dry 
Or Frizzy Hair Ends

Homemade Remedies
The easiest homemade remedy 
for dry hair is to smear some 
mayonnaise through your dry hair, 
coating each strand. Place your 
hair in a shower cap and let the 
mayonnaise soak in for 15 to 30 
minutes. Rinse your hair with warm 
water, shampoo well and rinse well 
with cold water. You can also use 
equal parts mashed avocado and 
mayonnaise, or equal parts mashed 
banana and mayonnaise recipe 
following the same basic steps.

The easiest homemade remedy 
for frizzy hair ends is to spread 
a few drops of coconut oil over 
your fingertips. Smooth the oil over 
the lower half of your hair to add 
a light shine and tame frizz. Add 
more oil as needed, but keep the 
coating light to prevent weighing 
your hair down.
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The Problem With Your Childhood 
Disney Princess Obsession

Written By: Sarah Jacoby

You know their names and you know their stories. And whether 
you grew up loving or loathing the Disney Princesses, there’s no 
denying that they’re a fixture of our culture. But, as new research 
suggests, they may be affecting us in ways we aren’t always 
aware of especially when it comes to gender stereotypes. 

For the study, published online earlier this month in the journal 
Child Development, researchers assessed how much time 198 
preschool kids spent with Disney princess-themed items. That 
included watching movies and TV shows as well as playing 
with princess-related toys. The researchers also took note of 
how happy the kids were with their bodies, what other toys 
they favored, and the extent to which they displayed gender-
stereotypical behavior (such as playing house or dress-up 
for girls and playing sports for boys). The students were also 
tested again a year later.

Results showed, predictably, that boys tended to spend far less 
time with princess stuff than the girls. But for both boys and girls, 
more princess time was associated with more stereotypically 
feminine behavior. Unfortunately, when parents discussed the 
princess shows and movies with their kids, the effects on girls 
were strengthened. And girls who initially had poorer body 
image ended up spending more time with princess stuff a year 
later, suggesting they were seeking out the princesses as role 
models. In boys, the finding was reversed: Those who spent 
more time engaging with princess stuff actually had a more 
positive body image later on if their parents intervened.

Although there’s certainly nothing inherently wrong with 
expressing those stereotypically female behaviors and traits, 
they can become problematic if girls start to feel limited by 
them. “We know that girls who strongly adhere to female 
gender stereotypes feel like they can’t do some things,” said the 
study’s lead author, Sarah M. Coyne, PhD, in a press release. 
“They’re not as confident that they can do well in math and 
science. They don’t like getting dirty, so they’re less likely to try 
and experiment with things.” 

Of course, there’s a lot 
going on here, and it’s 
difficult to know exactly 
how much of these effects 
are due specifically to 
Cinderella and Snow White. 
For instance, boys who 
grow up with parents who 
are totally cool with them 
playing with Princesses 
are probably growing up in 
more supportive homes overall, making the princesses just one 
factor that contributed to their sense of self-esteem.

Still, there’s no denying the appeal of Disney princesses for kids  
or far into adulthood, for that matter. As this study’s authors 
point out, the princesses are often some of the first major places 
we encounter society’s idealized body types, gender roles, and 
relationship dynamics. But it’s precisely because they’re such 
an iconic part of our culture that we should be careful about the 
way we’re presenting them. 

“Disney princesses represent some of the first examples of 
exposure to the thin ideal,” said Dr. Coyne. “As women, we 
get it our whole lives, and it really does start at the Disney 
princess level, at age 3 and 4.” And that means we need to 
start questioning those ideals just as early.

Sync-PotpourriSync-Potpourri
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These Are The Best Apps For 
Making GIFs, Period

Regardless of how you pronounce it, there’s no denying that the GIF has taken a 
graceful tumble from Tumblr into the rest of our digital lives. You can use GIFs to 
share expressive reactions in emails, texts, and even work messages. And now, 

there are a ton of new apps to help you make them. 

“But how many GIF apps does one really need?” you ask. We’ll let you be the 
judge. After all, only you truly know how demanding your GIF-creation needs are. 

But to make things easier, here’s our roster of the top 5 GIF-making apps. Read 
on to figure out which ones make sense for your home screen. 

1. GIPHY Cam
It makes sense that GIPHY Cam would snag the top spot on our list. 
GIPHY has been the best at bringing “all the GIFs” to the internet since 
its inception in 2013. Its latest iOS app for actually making gifs, Giphy 
Cam, is evidence that its team just gets it. GIPHY’s super-clean and 
straightforward user flow lets you hold the shutter to record a long GIF 
(something DSCO Cam also adopted) or tap for a looping GIF. But what 
really wins it for GIPHY Cam is its superb selection of filters and effects. 
From adding a “VHS” grainy blur to superimposed cats, tears, and tacos, 
this app is easy to use, endlessly entertaining, and just all-around fun.

2. DSCO Cam 
Leave it to the team that brought you VSCO Cam to make GIFs feel less 
like deep internet humor and more, well, “cool.” This is the app for the 
more refined GIF-maker, if you will. You can hold your finger on the shutter 
for a longer GIF, or just tap for a quick, moving loop. There’s a slick left 
swipe that takes you through signature VSCO filters, such as M5, A6, and 
B1, plus a new, MTV rainbow-hued overlay. Another subtle, two-finger 
swipe-down gesture will take you to your settings. Once you’re satisfied 
with your GIF, tapping “publish to VSCO” will share your creation to the 
VSCO community, automatically save it to your camera roll, and then 
offer up other standard Twitter, Facebook, Tumblr, and Instagram shares. 
It’s available on iOS only, for now.

3. Giffage 
When something is co-founded by funny guy“F*CK Jerry,” the humor bar 
is set pretty high.Giffage gives that bar a high five; it’s fun “AF,” as they 
say. The iOS app uses the GIPHY library as its GIF source and includes all 
of GIPHY’s awesome categorizations  like a dedicated corgi category, for 
example. Swiping down gives you a menu of search options, organized 
by categories, trending, and things you’ve “loved,” and swiping left 
will give you an almost-endless horizontal feed of moving images. The 
coolest feature is the ability to invent your own category and have access 
to your creations (along with any other GIFs in the app) right from your 
keyboard. Who needs the eye-roll emoji when you can just send a GIF of 
your very own eyeballs?

 If GifX were a senior in a high school full of other GIF-making apps, its 
yearbook superlative might be “most likely to follow Phish around.” That 
is to say: GifX is undoubtedly the trippiest of all the GIF-making apps 
out there  and the quickest way to jazz up your static camera roll. Either 
take a picture or choose one from your iPhone’s photo library. Then, add 
a layer of screen-saver-esque movements on top. You can control the 
opacity of the image’s top layer, making the effects more or less obvious. 
Then, you can save your trippy little snippet as a video or a GIF.

5. Ultra Text 
For more textually driven individuals, Ultra Text turns any written message 
into a brightly colored animated one and it’s compatible with Facebook 
Messenger to boot. It’s almost as if YO! (Remember that? Yeah, you do) 
let you say something more than...well, you know. The Ultra Text iOS 
and Android apps offer a ton of fonts, colors, and stickers that create 
a dramatic texting GIF. This is particularly useful for attention grabbing 
when a good old-fashioned text goes unanswered.
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10 Inspiring Relationship Goals 
For New Couples

We all set goals in life. We set goals at work, goals with our 
finances, and even goals with our hobbies and passions. But how 

about relationship goals?
Relationship goals are important for new couples because they 

give your new romance a direction. Moreover, shared goals 
ensure that you’re both on the same level and understand exactly 
what you want out of this, and from each other. Goals strengthen 

your relationship and give it a better chance to last. So let’s take a 
look at 10 inspiring relationship goals.

Open, Honest Communication
New couples are still treading the waters, getting to know one another, and 
wondering whether they’re really going to last. And sometimes, new couples fall into 
the trap of playing the Communication Game. Or, rather, the non-Communication 
Game.The whole, “Well, I’m not texting her until she texts me,” thing is silly. Nor can 
you hide behind the killer line, “I was too distracted to text.” Distracted for a whole 
week? If new couples are going to last without frustrating one another endlessly, it’s 
time to communicate.

Allow One Another To Have Some “Me Time”
Sure, new couples tend to be loved up and they tend to want to spend a lot of 
time with one another. But for every one of you who wants to see your partner 
all the time, the other will inevitably want to retain some cherished “me time.” 
It’s important that you respect your partner when they tell you that, sure, they 
love you, but sometimes they just want to spend some time alone. And, no, they 
don’t want you to keep ringing to see if they’re okay. Or texting to ask what they 
want for dinner. Or “accidentally” bumping into them. Just understand that some 
me time might be important to your partner, and it can be very beneficial for the 
relationship.

Hang Out With Each Other’s Friends
Many new relationships have been so complicated that they have caused us to 
lose our closest friends. These friends say our new partner is not right for us, and that 
he hates us. They demand that we make a choice – him or them. It’s really not a 
nice ultimatum. So how about you and your partner set a goal for this relationship 
to actually get along with all your closest friends? Hang out for lunch, catch a 
movie. Above all, actually join in with the conversation and don’t sit there like a 
moody blue!

Get Along With The Parents
Your mom and dad come from a generation where it was common for the husband 
to despise his mother-in-law – and vice versa! Indeed, the husband’s mother-in-
law became a caricature in popular culture, and we pretty much accepted that 
all husband’s have a hate-hate relations with their wife’s mother. In 2016, though, 
it’s important that you get on with his parents and he gets on with yours. It will save 
you so much hassle. You won’t need to be terrified every time you and your partner 
have dinner with your mother, and you won’t need to freeze up whenever he drops 
her best China. They’ll be such best friends that she’ll forgive him instantly!
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You’ll Be Best Friends
Here’s a thought: why don’t you and your partner become, not just boyfriend 
and girlfriend, but best friends?
Romantic chemistry is important, but it will eventually fizzle out unless there is 
something else to sustain the relationship  such as friendship. If this one is really 
going to be the One, you should feel comfortable talking to one another 
about anything. Your partner should be the one you turn to for anything.

You’ll Work Out
Many couples shy away from making this a goal because it suggests there 
is something about our partner that we dislike. It says that we don’t like the 
way they look, and it says that we’re actively trying to change someone 
we’re supposed to really, really like. Most of us trot out the line, “I love you 
the way you are!” But there is nothing wrong with physical improvement, 
and this goal is actually a really inspiring one. Your relationship will improve if 
your physique improves. Toned bodies, more muscle, less weight; what’s not 
to love and enjoy about that?! Moreover, working out gives you both set goals 
and a motivation to work towards achieving something together. It’s also good for 
confidence in your body.

You Will Listen And Really Hear
Too many relationships come to a premature end because there is 
not enough listening and understanding involved. If you and your partner fight, 
and you feel as though your voice is not being heard, it will end in tears. Listening 
is so important in life. We learn because we listen, and our relationships can 
only grow if we understand the other person. So cast aside preconceptions 
and actually listen to everything your partner has to say to you. If they have 
a concern, don’t interrupt them and assume you know what they’re going 
to say. Hear them through.

You Agree To Talk About Everything
Relationships also come to a premature end when couples don’t talk to 
one another about the important things, such as the possibility of having 
children or moving to another country.If you know a tough conversation is 
coming that could potentially cause conflict in your relationship, it can be very 
tempting to avoid it and say that you’ll cross that bridge when you come to it. 
But this is just prolonging the heartache. You need to iron out all your fundamental 
issues as soon as possible. 
Get the difficult conversations out of the way and be open with one another.

You’ll continue to Express Your Love to Each Other, Even After Many Years Together
Love is the most important ingredient of a successful and happy relationship. 
Often, when partners have been together for quite some time, they forget 
the importance  of expressing their love…And we are not only talking about 
expressing your love with words here, even though words are also important, 
of course.You can show your love through some simple daily gestures of 
attention and care, like bringing your partner a cup of their favorite hot 
chocolate, or waking them up in the morning with a wonderful breakfast that 
you thoughtfully prepared for them. All these little seeds of love, attention 
and care will eventually grow into a wonderful lifetime of love and happiness.

You’ll Always Support Each Other
Finally, you need assurance from your partner that they will always be on hand 
to talk to you and support you when you really need them.If you’re feeling 
lonely, or if you’ve had a bad day at work, you need to know that your partner 
will pick up the phone even in the middle of the night and he will support you 
no matter what.
Stay happy!
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Dairy Of The Month

DIVA’NI, arguably the only fashion brand built at the edge of 
cinema and reality has opened its doors in Pakistan this July 
with the first international couture flagship store, launched 
in Lahore. DIVA’NI, possibly world’s only brand scripted by 
cinema & directed by fashion is to bring its first collection for 
Pakistan, which is nothing short of a Queen’s Ransom. Diva’ni, 
also proudly stands tall as the costume partner for this year’s 
most awaited film “SULTAN” starring Salman Khan and Anushka 
Sharma. The launch of DIVA’NI in Pakistan is a manifest of 
Pakistan and India’s common heritage across culture, cuisine, 
values, music, films, fashion, and sport, as we are all a part of 
the same big picture.

INDIA’S FIRST & ONLY 
CINEMA INSPIRED 
FASHION BRAND 

SET TO LAUNCH IN 
PAKISTAN
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Reel Review

Sultan
Aakash Oberoi (Amit Sadh), a young entrepreneur, is on the verge of a 
breakdown because his idea of bringing Mixed Martial Arts contests to 
India isn’t working out. His father advises him to rope in a local fighter, 
apparently because nobody thirsts more for victory than a “common 
Indian”. The old man then suggests a name: Sultan Ali Khan.

Sultan (Salman Khan), a 40-year-old former wrestler, has seen the highs 
and lows of life. Going into flashback, we are introduced to Sultan’s 
younger self at a time when nobody could beat him in a sprint. A chance 
meeting with Aarfa (Anushka Sharma), an ambitious wrestler eyeing 
the Olympic gold, ignites a fiery passion in Sultan’s life. But then, if 
Bollywood has taught us anything, we know Sultan isn’t going to come 
upon his happy ending that easily.

Today, Sultan is just a shadow of his former self. Life has been knocking 
him down for years, but he has always known how to fight back. He 
knows he is down, but not out. The screenplay eases us into a world 100 
kilometres away from the National Capital. Though the girls here struggle 
to make a mark, Aarfa leads a brigade that’s determined to make its 
presence felt. In a welcome change for Bollywood, Sharma actually talks 
about women emancipation in a language that isn’t confined to “Ghar me 
maa behan nahi hai kya?”.

Here, amid canal-side roads and large bungalows with ‘akhadas’, live 
some of the most humble and lovable people this side of Earth. They 
dance together, understand and respect each other’s needs, and cheer 
for their wrestlers. The only problem is  their star wrestler doesn’t flaunt 
a local accent. Salman’s dialect differs from that of his folks, but never 
mind, it’s the least of the issues.

The director’s uncontrollable urge to make his characters break into a jig 
every now and then slows down the film. The songs consume time, and 
act as mere advertisements of Salman’s superstardom. However, that’s 
also Sultan’s USP.

Sultan treads a predictable line until it reaches the climax. In the best part 
of the movie, Salman carries forward his Bajrangi Bhaijaan act. The man 
you see in the ring is down to earth, humble and quite unlike your typical 
Bollywood superstar. He is scared of his opponents, and fails to hide his 
pain despite being the strong, silent kind.Though Sultan keeps himself 
from throwing in the towel, he doesn’t act invincible either. He is aware 
of his age  something no character played by Salman has done in the 
past. For a change, it feels nice to hear him mouth sensible dialogues. 
The director’s biggest success lies in taming Salman’s overpowering 
persona. Zafar further breaks the film into three distinct acts, and the actor 
excels in each of them. From playing a done-and-dusted homegrown 
wrestler to a wonder-boy of freestyle fighting, you see Salman put up a 
performance like never before.

Sultan takes a cue from Tom Hardy’s Warrior, but that’s about it. The pot-
bellied, middle-aged wrestler is mostly his own creation. Anant Sharma’s 
fantastic act as Sultan’s sidekick Govind is also notice-worthy.

Sultan has all the right ingredients of a ‘masala’ potboiler, and whistling 
and sobbing are likely to go hand-in-hand here. Don’t go looking for a 
twist ending, though. We all know what to expect from such a film, but 
it’s still a lot of fun to see the underdog win.

Stupendous sultan will make you laugh Dance cry with goose bumps
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Bollywood Bad Boy Khan’s Unstoppable Box Office Appeal
Mumbai: He´s been accused of killing a homeless man, shooting dead an endangered animal and assaulting a former Miss World but 
it seems nothing can stop the box office appeal of Bollywood bad  boy Salman Khan.
The Indian superstar´s latest blockbuster smashed records this week, just over a fortnight after 
he sparked fresh controversy by saying his heavy training schedule for the film left him feeling “like 
a raped woman”. “Sultan”, in which Khan plays an ageing wrestler, enjoyed the highest-grossing 
opening weekend in Hindi cinema history, proving that for his legions of fans the body-building 
actor can do no wrong. “I watch every Salman film. I love him. He is the reason I am in this 
profession,” Abhishek, a buff Mumbai fitness trainer, told AFP. The actor known as “bhai”, 
meaning “brother” in Hindi, enjoys a cult-like status in star-obsessed India, with the majority 
of his devotees young men who envy Khan for being unmarried at 50. They are largely from 
Mumbai´s mass of migrant workers who eke out a hardscrabble living in the sprawling financial 
capital but dream of a more glamorous life. Invariably, they emulate his hairstyle and fashion, 
wearing pirated t-shirts emblazoned with Khan´s charity “Being Human”. At weekends they gather 
outside his home where Khan waves at fans from his balcony. The majority are not on Twitter and 
are immune to social media outcries such as the one Khan sparked last month when his rape analogy made to a local news 
site went viral.Khan has not apologised for the comments, as demanded by India´s National Commission for Women, but his father 
Bollywood screenwriter Salim Khan made an apology of sorts on his son´s behalf. - Hit-and-run case - Khan has starred in more than 
100 films and television shows since his first hit “Maine Pyar Kiya” (I Fell in Love) in the 1980s.

Upcoming Movies
Dishoom
29 July, 2016
John Abraham, Varun Dhawan, Jacqueline 
Fernandez, Nargis Fakhri, Akshaye Khanna

Mohenjo Daro
12 August, 2016
Hrithik Roshan, Pooja Hegde, Kabir Bedi, 
Arunoday Singh

Nine Lives
 5 August, 2016
Kevin Spacey, Robbie Amell, Jennifer Garner, 
Christopher Walken

Rustom
12 August, 2016

Akshay Kumar, Illeana D’Cruz, Esha Gupta

Jason Bourne
 29 July, 2016

 Matt Damon, Julia Stiles, Alicia Vikander,
Riz Ahmed, Ato Essandoh,

Oxford University Honours Rahat Fateh Ali 
With Lifetime Achievement Award
London: Renowned Pakistani Singer Rahat Fateh Ali Khan 
has received a Lifetime Achievement Award from the 
prestigious Oxford University. Currently on a tour of the 
United Kingdom, Khan was invited by the university to 
the Holy Hall academy where he received the award. The 
singer took to Twitter to express his gratitude. “honoured 
to receive award from Oxford University. The fusion project 
students were amazing,” he tweeted.Khan was given a tour 
of the museum and an old music room was also opened for 
him to view. He performed with singers from the institute 
and also with the fusion project. The singer complimented 
the music group’s talent. Fusion project comprises of a 
group of students who wish to revive Indian classical art 
and make it accessible. The group recently released a 
mash-up of Eddie Vedder’s Hard Sun and Nusrat Fateh Ali 
Khan’s Allah Hoo. The song was a tribute to Rahat’s uncle 
and internationally acclaimed singer Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan.
Rahat Fateh Ali Khan is the first Pakistani to have received 
this honour which has previously been awarded to Indian 
superstar Amitabh Bachchan.
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Sania Mirza Brings SRK, 
Salman Together

HYDERABAD, INDIA: Ace Indian tennis star Sania Mirza 
has roped in Bollywood superstars Shah Rukh Khan 
and Salman Khan for the launch of her biography ‘Ace 
Against Odds’. 

A couple of years ago, it was almost impossible to 
get Shah Rukh Khan and Salman Khan in the same 
room, let alone sign them up for the same project. The 
recently-turned friends used to be bitter foes a couple 
of years ago. However, the two have mended their 
relationship and now even promote their films via each 
other’s Twitter accounts. 

Hence it was certainly not difficult for Sania Mirza to 
get the two superstars to launch her biography ‘Ace 
Against Odds’. Reports state that Sania has prepared 
a grand launch for her biography, which she has co-
authored with her father Imran Mirza. For the launch of 
her book, she has reportedly roped in Shah Rukh Khan, 
Salman Khan and Parineeti Chopra.

´Pets´ Fetches Big Earnings, 
Sinking Dory

LOS ANGELES: After a three-week reign, the beloved 
fish Dory´s top box office spot has gone to the 
dogs literally. “The Secret Life of Pets” racked up 
an impressive $104.4 million in its debut weekend, 
according to industry tracker Exhibitor Relations, 
raking in five times the earnings of its closest 
competition to nab first place. It´s the third-biggest 
premiere for an animated film, behind “Finding Dory” 
and “Minions.”
The Universal Pictures comedy centers on the 
misadventures of two canines unleashed on the 
streets of New York, featuring the voices of comedian 
Louis CK and Eric Stonestreet.
“The Legend of Tarzan,” starring Alexander 
Skarsgard and Margot Robbie, clung to number two 
for the second straight week, making $21 million.

Calvin Harris Takes To Social Media To 
Criticise Taylor Swift

DJ and producer Calvin Harris criticized his former 
girlfriend, pop star Taylor Swift, on social media 
on Wednesday, for making him “look bad” after a 
celebrity news publication revealed that Swift had 
written Harris’ latest hit song under a pseudonym.
People magazine, citing Swift’s representative, said 
Swift had written “This is What You Came For,” which 
Harris released as a collaboration with R&B singer 
Rihanna in April. The magazine reported that Swift 
had written the song under the pseudonym ‘Nils 
Sjoberg’ while the couple were dating, and that Swift 
became upset over an interview in which Harris said 
he did not think he would work with her in the future. 
Representatives for Swift did not respond to Reuters 
for comment. ”Hurtful to me at this point that her and 
her team would go so far out of their way to try and 
make ME look bad at this stage though,

Shah Rukh Khan will reportedly launch her book 
in Hyderabad on July 13 while Salman Khan will 
launch her book on July 17. Parineeti and Farah 
Khan will attend her book launch at New Delhi, if 
media reports are to be believed. 

It is great to see two Bollywood heavyweights like 
Salman and Shah Rukh agree to do Sania’s bidding. 
Will the two also opt for a collaboration in future on 
the silver screen? 
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